ROADSTAR RG550

- TILT-BACK HEADSTOCK
- MAPLE NECK WITH NATURAL MAT FINISH
- MAPLE FINGERBOARD ON WH/RP/DY COLORS
- ROSEWOOD FINGERBOARD ON 8K COLOR
- TOP LOK II (width 43 in)
- JUMBO FRET
- TILT JOINT DEEP CUTAWAY
- BASSWOOD
- 24 Frets
- VINTAGE PICKUP
- SUPER 8A
- IBANEZ EDGE Licensed Style Floyd Rose Potenti
- Recessed Tremolo cavity (to pull up for over 6 strings)
- RG550F (ROAD FLARE RED)
- RG550WH (WHITE)
- RG550BK (BLACK)
- RG550DY (DESSERT SUN YELLOW)